9 To the Editor 10 We note with interest the paper by Vendrusculo et al (1) and their attempt to predict the peak 11 oxygen uptake (VȮ2peak) using the modified shuttle test (MST) in children and adolescents with 12 cystic fibrosis (CF). The authors conclude "that it is possible to predict VO2peak using the MST" 13 (page 6). However, the issue is not whether one variable can predict another variable, but it is 14 the accuracy and error of the prediction that is of most importance. Therefore, we have serious 15 concerns about the conclusions based on this data set regarding: 1) the variation and error in 16 the model at an individual level; 2) the development of the regression model; and 3) the 17 measurement of the criterion variable.
21 given the likely change from exercise or other interventions. We support the authors in their 22 rationale for assessing exercise capacity, given its association with mortality (2), however if 23 such a prediction were genuinely applied in a clinical setting, it could have serious 24 consequences regarding treatment options, which may be unnecessary and unethical (e.g. 25 referral for lung transplant). 
